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Our Mission is to provide services of the highest quality for people with cognitive and developmental
disabilities and related disorders including autism that optimize each individual’s independence and
capabilities, ensure self-determination and rights and, with partnerships in the community, enhances their
opportunities to live healthy, safe and valued lives.

Vision
Our Vision is to provide programs and services to individuals with developmental disabilities and related disorders including autism to live and work in the community and exercise their rights, choice and freedom and
to live independent of institutional life through integrated efforts of change agents who are passionate about
changing lives of people with disabilities throughout the world.

Employees of the Month
Bhupinder Kaur

Misiker Zenebe

Bhupinder works at the Supported Employment as
well as at one of our residential units. She has been
consistently working very hard to ensure the best
quality is provided to everyone she serves. Our
clients feel very comfortable when she is on duty
and along with keeping them happy she also keeps
the house looking very nice and clean. Keep up the
nice attitude along with the hard work!

Miziker works on the weekends at one of our
residential homes and is known as a very hard
worker. He is always on his feet doing something and
making sure everyone gets the care they need. His
focus and determination towards his job is incredible.
His calm and friendly nature goes a long way. Stay the
way you are and keep up the good job!

Congratulations to Bhupinder and Miziker for their phenomenal work!

July Calendar:
7/3 Carnival at CSC
7/4 Independence Day
7/8 Hershey Park Trip

Congratulations
to
Ndunagu, Stanley
&

Happy Anniversary!
Olayode Olayede-Asanike
Angufor Numfor
Kelechi Kalu
Oluwafunke Adeyeye

Happy Birthday!
Grace Akinpelumi

Ogunbiyi, Rasheedah
For your outstanding
performance in
scoring 100% on the 2
year clinical update class!

CARF Mandatory Training
Emergency Preparedness

Julie Novinskie

All staff are required to re-take

Ishaq Ibraheem

this training by July 31, 2017.

Semiu Muritala
Abisola Adeliyi
Bridgitte Matthews
Kikelomo Ehinola
Takeia Cornish
Julius Oni
Lakeshia Carter
Rocine Mbong
Maurice Enwereji
Sheka Kamara
Stanley Ndunagu
Cheryl Anyaorie
Johnson Adesanya

House Managers Meeting:
x Wednesday, 07/05/2017 12-2pm at 6600 Amberton Dr.
x Wednesday, 07/19/2017 12-2pm at 9300 Liberty Rd.

Current Job Openings:
Direct Care Staff: Multiple positions during weekday, weekends, and
awake overnight.
Requirements: High School Diploma, CMT, Valid Maryland driving
license with less than 2 points in driving record at all times and Minimum
one year of experience of working with individuals with developmental
disabilities.

Rebecca Ward
Althea Myrie
Wanda Holmes

Share your input on the Employee Connections. Send information to Sue Sethi
(Quality Assurance Manager) via phone 410-579-6789*240 or Email:
sukhmani@centerforsocialchange.org

